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A B S T R A C T

Phosphorus–nitrogen doped multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNxPy) were prepared using a

floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition method. Triphenylphosphine (TPP), as phospho-

rus (P) precursor, was used to control the structure of the CNxPy. Transmission electron micro-

scope (TEM) observation indicated that with the increase of TPP amount, the outer diameter

and wall thickness of the CNxPy gradually increased, while their inner diameter decreased.

TEM and backscattered electron imaging revealed that structural changes of the nanotubes

could be attributed to the shape change of the catalyst particles, from conical for nitrogen-

doped carbon nanotubes (CNx) to elongated for CNxPy, with the addition of TPP. X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy analysis demonstrated that the P content in CNxPy can reach as high as

1.9 at.%. Raman analysis indicated that CNxPy had a lower crystallinity than CNx.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1] have been widely studied by sci-

entists all over the world in the last two decades, due to their

outstanding mechanical properties, electrical conductivity,

and thermal stability [2–4]. These properties not only inspire

fundamental studies on CNTs, such as band structure and

chirality [5], but also make CNTs a potential candidate for a

wide range of applications, such as semiconductor probes

and interconnects, field emission display sources, and energy

storage and conversion devices [6,7]. Recently, there has been

a great interest in controlling and improving the properties of

CNTs through different functionalization methods, among

which doping CNTs with foreign atoms has been proven to

be an effective approach [8]. For example, nitrogen (N) atoms

can donate additional electrons to the delocalized p system of

the hexagonal carbon framework. Thus nitrogen-doped CNTs

(CNx) exhibit improved electrical conductivity, compared with

its non-doped counterpart [9]. The oxidation resistance of

CNTs can be decreased by doping N, which introduces high-

reactivity defects along nanotubes, or increased by doping

boron (B), which poisons carbon active sites or forms B2O3

film on the surface of nanotubes protecting them from oxida-

tion [10]. Hence, doping has been considered as a feasible

strategy in a well-defined way to modify the physical and

chemical properties of CNTs.

In addition to N and B, which have been intensively stud-

ied for doping in CNTs, phosphorus (P) is another doping ele-

ment to modify the structure and properties of CNTs.

However, studies on P doping are seldom reported. An early

study on P doped diamond-like carbon (DLC) has shown that

P doping could improve the electrical character of DLC by

reducing the turn-on voltage and increasing the emission cur-

rent density [11]. P doping in singlewalled carbon nanotubes

(SWNTs) has been studied both theoretically and experimen-

tally [12–14]. The experimental results show that P doping can

significantly change the optical transition absorptions [12]

and thermal conductivity of SWNTs [13]. A density functional
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theory (DFT) study on P doped SWNTs demonstrates that sub-

stitutional P can create localized electronic states that modify

the electron transport properties of SWNTs by acting as scat-

tering centers [14]. In addition, the substitutional P doping

also alters the mechanical strength of SWNTs, leading to a

50% reduction in the elongation upon fracture [14].

Recently, phosphorus–nitrogen doped multiwalled carbon

nanotubes (CNxPy) were synthesized by a spray pyrolysis

method [15]. In this process, iron phosphide (Fe3P) acted as

the catalyst for the growth of nanotubes. Electron energy loss

spectroscopy analysis demonstrated that P and N were homo-

geneously incorporated into the lattice of nanotubes, chang-

ing the chemical properties of CNxPy [15]. Nevertheless, it is

still challenging to synthesize high-content P doped CNTs,

while high-content N or B doped CNTs have already been

achieved [16,17]. The reason is partially due to the large atom-

ic radius difference between C (0.77 Å) and P (1.10 Å), com-

pared with that between C and N (0.74 Å) or B (0.88 Å) [18].

This large difference would greatly increase the disorder with-

in the hexagonal carbon framework, thus making P difficult to

be doped in CNTs. However, DFT simulation demonstrated

that P–N defects exhibited lower formation energy (by ca.

0.45 eV) than P defects in nanotubes [15]. In other words, by

doping P and N in CNTs at the same time, it is possible to ob-

tain a higher P content than that obtained by doping P alone.

Furthermore, Ghosh et al. [16] recently reported that CNx with

a N content of 25.7 at.% were prepared by a catalytic chemical

vapor deposition method using imidazole as N precursor.

Therefore, a high P content can be expected in CNxPy, when

imidazole and Triphenylphosphine (TPP), as N and P precur-

sor respectively, are used at the same time. Meanwhile, the

bonding environment of P plays a role as important as P con-

tent in determining the properties of CNxPy. However, it has

not been reported in previous literature.

In our present work, CNxPy with a P content of 1.9 at.%, the

highest reported so far, are synthesized by a floating catalyst

chemical vapor deposition (FCCVD) method using ferrocene,

imidazole and TPP as precursors. The effect of the amount

of TPP on the structure of CNxPy is studied. A growth mecha-

nism of CNxPy is proposed based on our observation. More-

over, bonding environments of P in CNxPy are also

examined, and possible bonding forms of P in CNxPy are

discussed.

2. Experimental

A silicon wafer coated with an aluminum buffer layer (30 nm

thickness) was used as a substrate for the growth of CNx and

CNxPy. The aluminum buffer layer can significantly improve

the quality and growth rate of CNTs by helping the formation

of uniform and well-dispersed catalyst particles on the sur-

face of the substrate [19]. The aluminum buffer layer was

coated on the surface of the silicon wafer in a sputtering sys-

tem operated under a pressure of 4.0 mTorr and at a power of

300 W.

FCCVD method [19,20] was applied to synthesize CNx and

CNxPy in a horizontal quartz tube furnace system. Two grams

of imidazole (C3H4N2, Alfa Aesar, 99%) was thoroughly mixed

with different amounts (10, 30 and 50 mg) of TPP (P(C6H5)3,

Aldrich, 99%). Then the mixture was put into a small quartz

container. Ten milligrams of ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2, Aldrich,

98%) was put into a holder, which was placed over the quartz

container to keep ferrocene and the mixture separate. A small

piece of the substrate described above was placed in the cen-

ter of the quartz tube. Before the furnace was heated, argon

(Ar) gas (99.999% in purity) was introduced into the quartz

tube at a flow rate of 500 sccm for 10 min in order to expel

the air in the quartz tube. After that, the system was heated

to 850 �C at a rate of 60 �C/min. Then the quartz container

was pushed into a location near the entrance of the furnace

first, where the temperature was around 100 �C, suitable for

the liquefaction of the mixture of imidazole and TPP. Once

all the mixture was liquefied, the quartz container was

pushed further into the entrance of the furnace, where the

temperature was around 200 �C. At this point, ferrocene and

the mixture of imidazole and TPP evaporated simultaneously.

The vapor of all chemicals was brought into the high temper-

ature region by the Ar gas where the pyrolysis and synthesis

occurred at 850 �C. This step lasted for 10 min. At last, the fur-

nace was turned off and cooled down to room temperature in

the flowing Ar gas.

Morphologies of these samples were characterized by Hit-

achi S-4800 field-emission scanning electron microscope

(SEM) operated at 5 kV, Philips CM10 transmission electron

microscope (TEM) operated at 80 kV, and JEOL 2010 FEG

high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). Composition and element

analyses of these samples were carried out by Kratos Axis Ul-

tra Al (alpha) X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) oper-

ated at 14 kV. Raman spectra of these samples were

examined by a HORIBA Scientific LabRAM HR800 Raman spec-

trometer with an incident laser beam of 532.4 nm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural characterization of CNxPy

Fig. 1(a–d) shows typical SEM images of CNx and CNxPy ob-

tained with different amounts of TPP. It can be seen that

CNx and CNxPy grew perpendicularly to the silicon wafer with

different densities and thicknesses of the CNT layer. As seen

in Fig. 1(a), the silicon wafer is totally covered by aligned CNx

with high density. The thickness of the CNT layer was mea-

sured to be about 42 lm for CNx. When TPP is used in the syn-

thesis process, the shape of these nanotubes experiences an

obvious change from curved for CNx to straight for CNxPy.

The thickness of the CNT layer decreases from 42 lm for

CNx to 29, 13 and 12 lm for CNxPy synthesized with 10, 30

and 50 mg of TPP respectively, as seen in Fig. 1(b–d). And

the density of these nanotubes also experiences a decrease

with the increase of TPP amount. These results indicate that

the growth of nanotubes is greatly suppressed by the addition

of TPP. This phenomenon was also observed previously [15],

in which the catalyst activity gradually deteriorated due to

the increasing ratio of Fe2P to Fe3P in the catalyst with the

addition of TPP and finally hampered the growth of CNxPy.

In order to investigate the relationship between the struc-

ture of CNxPy and the amount of TPP used, TEM characteriza-

tion was carried out, and the result is presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2(a) shows a typical TEM image of CNx synthesized with-

out TPP. It can be seen that CNx exhibit an irregular and inter-

linked corrugated structure, which is typical for CNx. With the

addition of TPP, all CNxPy show similarities in the inner struc-

ture to CNx, which looks like many cones stacked together.

But great differences can be observed between CNx and CNxPy

in their outer diameters and wall thicknesses. The ratio be-

tween the inner and the outer diameter (DI/DO) of CNx or

CNxPy is used to show the variation of wall thickness. At least

100 nanotubes were measured to calculate the average value

Fig. 2 – TEM images of CNx (a) and CNxPy synthesized with 10 mg (b), 30 mg (c), and 50 mg (d) of TPP.

Fig. 1 – SEM images of CNx (a) and CNxPy synthesized with 10 mg (b), 30 mg (c), and 50 mg (d) of TPP.
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of DI/DO of CNx and each kind of CNxPy. The outer diameter of

CNx is around 70–90 nm, and the wall thickness is around 15–

35 nm, as seen in Fig. 2(a). So DI/DO is around 0.68 for CNx.

When 10 mg of TPP is added to the reaction, the outer diam-

eter and the wall thickness of CNxPy increase to 110–130 nm

and 60–70 nm respectively, while DI/DO decreases to around

0.48, as shown in Fig. 2(b). With 30 mg of TPP, the outer diam-

eter of CNxPy stays almost unchanged, whereas the wall

thickness increases to 80–100 nm. DI/DO drops to 0.23. When

the amount of TPP is further increased to 50 mg, the outer

diameter and the wall thickness of CNxPy increase to 150–

160 nm and 120–140 nm respectively. DI/DO stays almost un-

changed at around 0.22. These results suggest that the struc-

ture of CNxPy can be controlled by changing the amount of

TPP used in the reaction. With the increasing amount of

TPP, the outer diameter and the wall thickness of CNxPy in-

crease, while the inner diameter decreases greatly. Interest-

ingly, it is found that a few small catalyst particles with a

spherical shape are trapped in the inner nanotubes of CNxPy

synthesized with 30 and 50 mg of TPP.

In order to understand the effect of TPP on the structural

changes of CNxPy, backscattered electron (BSE) imaging and

TEM were performed on CNx and CNxPy synthesized with

30 mg of TPP, focusing on their catalyst particles. From BSE

images, Fig. 3(a) and (b), it can be clearly seen that catalyst

particles are located at the bottom of nanotubes for both

CNx and CNxPy. This phenomenon suggests that the growth

of CNx and CNxPy follow a base-growth mechanism. This is

consistent with the root growth model for CNxPy as reported

by Sumpter et al. [21]. In Fig. 3, it can also be found that there

are great differences between CNx and CNxPy in the shape and

the size of catalyst particles. The catalyst particles of CNx

have a conical shape, and their sizes are around 50–60 nm.

In comparison, the catalyst particles of CNxPy are elongated,

and the sizes of their top and bottom are about 20–40 nm

and 70–90 nm respectively. These results are further con-

firmed by TEM observations, as shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d). In

Fig. 3(a–d), it can be found that for both CNx and CNxPy, the in-

ner diameter of nanotubes is related to the size of the catalyst

top. Previous studies have shown that the inner layer of CNx

or CNxPy is formed from the top surface of the catalysts

through bulk diffusion, while the outer layer of CNx or CNxPy

is nucleated from the side of the catalyst mainly through sur-

face diffusion [22,23]. Therefore, the inner diameter of nano-

tubes depends on the size of the catalyst top. Hence, in our

case, the smaller inner diameter of CNxPy than CNx could be

attributed to the smaller top surface of the elongated catalyst

than the conical one. The shape and size difference between

the catalyst of CNx and that of CNxPy is probably due to their

different melting points. The Fe2P or Fe3P catalysts for CNxPy

has a lower melting point (MP) (1166 �C for Fe3P, 1370 �C for

Fe2P) than pure Fe (1538 �C) for CNx [15,24]. During the process

of nanotube growth, catalyst particles with a low MP would be

easily deformed and elongated along the direction of nano-

tube growth due to the extrusion force caused by nanotube

precipitation [22]. Thus it is reasonable to believe that the

top of elongated catalyst particles can be separated by the

extrusion force occasionally, forming small particles trapped

in the inner nanotubes observed in Fig. 2(c) and (d). It is no-

ticed that similar sequential trapping of catalyst particles in

CNTs was also previously observed by Jourdain et al., and it

was due to the inclusion of P into the catalyst particles [25].

The growth mechanisms for CNx and CNxPy are shown in

Fig. 3(e).

Fig. 3 – BSE images of CNx (a) and CNxPy synthesized with 30 mg of TPP (b), and corresponding SEM images are inserted on the

up-left corner of BSE images. Typical TEM images of an individual nanotube for CNx (c) and CNxPy synthesized with 30 mg of

TPP (d). Schematic diagram of growth mechanisms for CNx and CNxPy (e).
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3.2. Bonding environments of P in CNxPy

In order to determine P content and its bonding environments

in CNxPy, XPS was performed on CNxPy synthesized with

50 mg of TPP, and the result is shown in Fig. 4. For compari-

son, the XPS result of CNx is also given out. Fig. 4(a) shows

full-range XPS spectra of CNx and CNxPy synthesized with

50 mg of TPP. For CNx, the main peaks are distinguished at

Fig. 4 – XPS survey scan spectra of CNxPy synthesized with 50 mg of TPP and CNx (a), deconvolution of P2p (if applicable), O1s,

Fe2p3/2 and N1s peaks for CNxPy synthesized with 50 mg of TPP (b, d, f, h) and CNx (c, e, g).
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280.9 eV, 396.35 eV, 528.7 eV and 705.8 eV, corresponding to

C1s, N1s, O1s, and Fe2p, respectively. For CNxPy, besides the

elements above, the existence of P is indicated by the two

peaks located at 131.1 eV and 188.9 eV, which are P2p and

P2s respectively. The content of P, defined as atomic percent

of P with respect to the sum of C and P, is estimated by the

area ratio of P peak and the sum of P and C peaks (P/(C + P)).

The P content of CNxPy is calculated to be 1.9 at.%. Because

the catalyst particles of CNxPy are P-rich [15], their contribu-

tion to total P content should also be considered. The decon-

volution of Fe2p3/2 peaks for CNx and CNxPy are shown in

Fig. 4(e) and (f), respectively. For CNx, the Fe2p3/2 peak is fitted

into Fe0, Fe3O4 and FeOOH, located at 706.7, 709.6 and 711.6 eV

respectively [19]. For CNxPy, the Fe2p3/2 peak is fitted into two

components 707.3 and 708.5 eV respectively. The first compo-

nent corresponds to Fe2P or Fe3P [26], and the second one is

for iron carbide [27], with their respective contributions of

64.3% and 35.7%. Fe/P ratio of CNxPy is determined to be

0.19. Therefore, Fe2P or Fe3P in catalyst particles contributes

4–6% to the total P content of CNxPy. The asymmetric P2p peak

is fitted into two double peaks, as seen in Fig. 4(b). The first

two peaks near 130.0 eV indicate the presence of C–P bonds

[28], and the second two ones around 133.0 eV are associated

with oxidized P [28,29]. It is reasonable to think that a fraction

of P at the nanotube surface was oxidized during the synthe-

sis process because of the presence of oxygen, which can be

attributed to several reasons, such as the oxygen released

from solid precursors and the oxygen adsorbed on the surface

of the substrate [30]. However, the O/P ratio is as high as 4.3

for CNxPy, implying that oxidized P only contribute a small

fraction to the O1s peak. The oxidized P probably exists as

P–O or P@O bonds [28,29] as seen in Fig. 4(d).

N doping is an important factor to determine the proper-

ties of CNTs. Therefore, the effect of TPP addition on the N

content and N bonding environments in CNxPy is studied.

The N content, defined as atomic percent of N with respect

to the sum of C and N, is estimated by the area ratio of N peak

and the sum of C and N peaks (N/(C + N)). With the addition of

TPP, the N content decreases from 10.2 at.% for CNx to 7.1 at.%

for CNxPy. The deconvolution of N1s peaks for CNx and CNxPy

is shown in Fig. 4(g) and (h) respectively. It can be seen that,

for both samples, N1s peak is fitted into two peaks at

400.6 eV and 398.3 eV, which correspond to graphite-like N

and pyridine-like N respectively [20]. The intensity ratio be-

tween graphite-like N and pyridine-like N (IgN/IpN) is 1.7 for

CNxPy and 1.8 for CNx. These results indicate that the addition

of TPP may suppress the doping of N into CNxPy, but has little

effect on the types of N.

3.3. Crystallinity of CNxPy

To obtain information about the effect of TPP addition on the

crystallinity of CNxPy, HRTEM and Raman spectra were per-

formed on CNx and CNxPy synthesized with 50 mg of TPP.

The HRTEM images of CNx and CNxPy are shown in Fig. 5.

CNxPy have very thick nanotube walls (as seen in Fig. 2(d)),

which make it difficult to obtain information about the inner

nanotubes by HRTEM. Thus we only compare the features of

the outer surfaces of CNx and CNxPy. In Fig. 5, it can be seen

that both CNx and CNxPy have rough surfaces with a thin

amorphous layer. Compared with CNx, CNxPy exhibit a slight

decrease in the degree of long-range ordered crystallinity.

Two first-order Raman spectra of CNxPy synthesized with

50 mg of TPP and CNx were plotted in Fig. 6. The band located

at �1342 cm�1 (D-band) is originated from atomic displace-

ment and disorder induced features caused by lattice defect,

distortion, or the finite particle size [31]. The band at �1568

to 1582 cm�1 (G-band) indicates the formation of well-graph-

itized CNTs [32]. The intensity ratio between D-band and G-

band (ID/IG) or the variation of the full width at half-maximum

(FWHM) is usually used to represent the crystalline order in

CNTs [20,10,33]. In our case, ID/IG is calculated to be 0.94 for

both CNx and CNxPy. The FWHMs of D-band and G-band in-

crease from 146.3 and 83.6 cm�1 for CNx to 161.2 and

101.5 cm�1 for CNxPy respectively. Narrowing of the Raman

modes indicates a better crystallization of the nanotubes or

a larger crystal planer domain size in graphite sheets and

consequently a lower degree of disorder [33]. In our case,

the broadening of D-band and G-band of CNxPy shows that

they have a lower crystalline order than CNx. This is in accor-

dance with the HRTEM result. Therefore, it can be concluded

Fig. 5 – HRTEM images of CNx (a) and CNxPy synthesized with

50 mg of TPP (b).
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that the addition of TPP during synthesis process leads to a

lower crystallinity of CNxPy than CNx. It is well known that

the decrease of N content in CNx usually leads to an increase

of crystalline order [20,10]. However, in our case, CNxPy still

exhibit a lower crystalline order than CNx, although the N

content of the former (7.1 at.%) is lower than that of the latter

(10.2 at.%). The reason is probably due to the P doping into

CNxPy by introducing TPP. A previous study has shown that

the incorporation of P into SWNTs can cause a substantial in-

crease in D-band intensity [12], which suggests an increase in

defects and disorder. Therefore, it can be considered that P

doping contributes to an increase in defects and disorder in

CNxPy. The P and N doping result in a lower crystalline order

of CNxPy than that of CNx. Moreover, it is noticed that G-band

undergoes a down-shift from 1582 cm�1 for CNx to 1568 cm�1

for CNxPy. The G-band represents the tangential mode vibra-

tion of carbon atoms in graphene sheets, and shifts of the

G-band are interpreted in terms of C–C expansion (or contrac-

tion) and the changes of electronic structure [32]. The down-

shift of G-band could also be attributed to the P doping in

CNxPy. P atoms can provide more free electrons than N atoms

do. Both N and P in CNxPy can act as electron donors, and im-

prove electron transfer between valance and conduction

bands.

4. Conclusions

Aligned phosphorus–nitrogen doped multiwalled carbon

nanotubes (CNxPy) with tunable structure have been synthe-

sized on a silicon wafer by a simple FCCVD method. SEM

analysis showed that the length and yield of CNxPy decreased

dramatically with an increase in the amount of TPP. TEM

observations indicated that with an increasing amount of

TPP, the outer diameter and the wall thickness of CNxPy grad-

ually increased, while the inner diameter decreased, repre-

sented by the decrease of DI/DO from 0.68 for CNx, to 0.48,

0.23 and 0.22 for CNxPy with TPP amount of 10, 30 and

50 mg, respectively. TEM and BSE imaging studies revealed

that the shape changes of catalyst particles, from conical

for CNx to elongated for CNxPy, was responsible for these

structural changes. XPS result revealed that CNxPy had a P

content of 1.9 at.%, with 4–6% contribution from the P-rich

catalyst particles. The P in CNxPy existed in C–P bonds, and

part of P at the nanotube surface was oxidized. Raman anal-

ysis showed CNxPy exhibited broader FWHM for both the G-

band and D-band, and a lower position of the G-band than

for CNx due to P doping. Both XPS and HRTEM results indicate

that CNxPy was less crystalline than CNx.
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